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Upskill Volunteer and Enhancement Committee 2024 Plan

Committee Structure
Chair: Mousmi Ajay Chaurasia
Members: Jing Dong, Kohei Ohno, Suresh Nair, Nadia Husseini
Advisor: Takako Hashimoto

Objectives
1. Volunteer Leadership Training for volunteers in Region 10 in Northeast Asia @ SYWL
2. Sustainable events roadmap through IEEE Volunteer resources training
3. Special sessions on Reporting Resources at R10 Flagship conferences and Section Chapter Symposium

Projects / Tasks
1. Half day workshop in R10 SYWL
3. Special session for Attendees and Local volunteer leaders during R10 Flagship conferences

Budget
1. Project 1: $2500
2. Project 2: $1500
3. Project 3: $2500
Total Proposed Budget: $6500

Project / Task Measurable
Project 1: Number of volunteers attending training programmes and collecting feedbacks to measure long-term knowledge retention
Project 2: Vtools reporting and other utilities, IEEE Event dashboard sessions, MGA Training resources CLE.
Project 3: Session in the geography of Flagship conferences to attract the attendee volunteers and exposing them to MGA, IEEE Societies and other IEEE Regional officers and volunteers

Timeline & Metrics
1. Project 1: # August 2024, R10 SYWL/No of attendees benefitted
2. Project 2: #TBP Mostly in May/June. No. of sections covered
3. Project 3: # As per the timeline of R10 Conferences. No of sections covered, No. of Local attendees attended.
Project 1:

Volunteer Leadership Training for volunteers in Region 10 in Northeast Asia @ SYWL

Budget: $2500 (Promotional, registration fee, refreshments, Speaker and attendee gifts)

- Work with SAC, WiE, YP to design a half-day event during R10 SYWL.
- Number of volunteers attending training programmes and collecting feedbacks to measure long-term knowledge retention
- Focused towards the post Region 10 realignment and growing trained volunteer base

Progress so far:
31 August 2024 – 90mins session for Volunteers Training
Project 2:

Sustainable events roadmap through IEEE Volunteer resources training

Budget: $1500
(Refreshments/Speaker support)

Planning with Chinese sections to organize Volunteer Leadership event

Vtools reporting and other utilities, IEEE Event dashboard sessions, MGA Training resources CLE

Post-training assessments to measure the improvement in knowledge and skills.

Progress so far:
Online meeting with IEEE China Council Chair, Prof. Yinhong Wen on 20th Feb 2024.
- 17 August 2024 – Training event
- Budget and Venue in discussion
- Collaboration with SAC and Section Chapter
Project 3:

Special sessions on Reporting Resources at R10 Flagship conferences and Section Chapter Symposium

- Work with Section chapter committee/CQM to encourage volunteers’ exposure in flagship events.
- Session in the geography of Flagship conferences to attract the attendee volunteers and exposing them to MGA, IEEE Societies and other IEEE Regional officers and volunteers
- To energize and develop awareness to the Sections/chapters volunteers on working together and explore the opportunities of leadership and other volunteering roles.

Budget: $2500 (Speaker support, Event space/AV Support)
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